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While some companies are fine with you throwing away the water after you use it (as long as it comes out clean), this
is actually illegal in most places. But you can order a fill-up bottle from a gas station for about $3, or just get one from

a restaurant that's already filled up. Alternatively, the water can be treated with a chlorine tablet. These are almost
always cheap, and the bottle will also probably come with one anyway, so there is no cost other than buying the

water. When you're done, just tip and toss the bottle. Chlorine tablets are really only useful for things that you plan on
keeping untreated, like public water. You can also use them for tap water, but you'd need a container for the water. In
this case, a good source for information is the EPA, where they have a large glossary of terms and doodads. A: Don't

worry; we all make mistakes. You'll find it works if you remember to stop it. The way that most water softeners
operate is that they are 'dangerous' for a while. In other words, while they are treating the water, they generate

compounds that can stain the wash or appear to gum up your machine. They also need to be re-treated to 'turn off'
the machine after a certain period of time, since the compounds generated aren't completely'removed' from the
water. In some systems there's a way to'shut off' the machine and then re-start it later, but I'm not sure that's

a'safety' thing; just a way to be inconvenienced by the fact that they have to re-start your machine to give you your
normal water. To avoid this problem, I'd recommend getting an instant-runoff water softener. A water softener simply
removes the minerals from your water so that the machine doesn't need to be re-treated as often. These systems can
be quieter than some older systems, and of course, very economical. They all work, as they say, for life. Also, as a tip,

if it has been a while since you've last had your machine re-treated, a're-treat' cycle might be worth a shot. Your
system might be complaining about too high hardness, and in some cases, the're-treat' cycle might actually make the

water soft enough for the machine to deal with. A
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